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Sustainability lab  

Part 1 

1- I only really go shopping when I need or really want new clothes. I have to feel like a I want a 

change of scenery in my wardrobe for me to go shopping. I usually shop for t shirts, jeans, 

sweats, and jacket. 

2- I have yet to give my royal blue prom suit another wear. partly because of the color and it isn’t 

meant for every occasion.  

3- When my clothes rip or get a hole, I just use the fabrics in another way such as make them work 

clothes or cutting them up to embellish other clothing. I donate old clothes when I clean out my 

closet. But most old clothes become gym clothes for me. 

4- I don’t let social media influence me to much. Its good to stay on trends, but social media makes 

resell value on things I like annoyingly sky rocket, such as artist merch, sneakers, and other 

miscellaneous pieces. 

5- Three ways to create sustainable fashion is reusing old fabrics, donating fabrics, and giving 

fabrics a different purpose when it’s time has passed, for example making an old raggedy shirt a 

cloth mop.  

Part 2 

 Consumers are now trying to be more sustainable and environmentally friendly when it 

comes to fashion. Which means the fashion industry is being more conscious of how its making 

apparel. Consumers can be at the center of helping create a more sustainable fashion industry. 

For starters cutting down on fast fashion trends will greatly reduce the creation cheap clothing. 

It is better to have quality pieces that can last you ages, than to have shirts you constantly keep 

buying because they fall apart so quickly. Consumers can also contribute to recycling old fabrics 

to make new ones.  

 I have been participating, by buying better quality clothes and reusing old ones. Finding 

old fabrics. I think I will affect change because when one person starts something it becomes a 

movement. I have made my friends more conscious when it comes to fashion decisions.  


